MEMBERS EVENT
Van Gogh and the Seasons NGV Bus Trip
Latrobe Regional Gallery and Gippsland Art Gallery Program

9am to 9pm, Saturday 20 May 2017
VENUE: National Gallery of Victoria

Image credit: Vincent van Gogh, Dutch 1853–1890, A wheatfield, with cypresses early September 1889 Saint-Rémy, oil on canvas, 72.1 x 90.9 cm, National Gallery, London, Bought, Courtauld Fund, 1923 (NG3861), © The National Gallery, London
Latrobe Regional Gallery and Gippsland Art Gallery are partnering to present an exclusive members only bus trip to the National Gallery of Victoria to view the Winter Masterpieces exhibition *Van Gogh and the Seasons*.

Members will arrive at NGV International at approximately 12pm for a self guided lunch and viewing of other exhibitions until 3pm, to ensure that the group are ready for entry and a guided tour of *Van Gogh and the Seasons* at 3.30pm. The bus will depart NGV International at approximately 5.30pm.

**BUS DEPARTURES:** Promptly 9am Gippsland Art Gallery, 10am Latrobe Regional Gallery
**BUS ARRIVALS:** Approximately 8pm Latrobe Regional Gallery, 9pm Gippsland Art Gallery

**GROUP SIZE:** 40 passengers

**INCLUSIONS:** Bus travel with light refreshments, entry and guided tour of NGV’s exhibition *Van Gogh and the Seasons*

**EXCLUSIONS:** Lunch, entry to other exhibitions

**$75 MEMBERS - Bookings & payment due by Friday 28 April**

Contact Latrobe Regional Gallery on 5128 5700 for payment methods

---


*Image credit: Vincent van Gogh, Dutch 1853–1890, *Roses and peonies, June 1886 Paris*, oil on canvas, 59.8 x 72.5 cm, Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo (KM 109.371), © Kröller-Müller Museum*